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Abstract — The paper presents new ways of n-queens problem solving. Briefly, this is a problem on a nxn chessboard of a set n-queens, so that any two of them are not in check. At the beginning, currently used algorithm to find solutions is discussed. Then sequentially 4 new algorithms, along with the interpretation of changes are given. The research results, including comparison, of calculation times of all algorithms together with their interpretation are discussed. Finally, conclusions are given. The results were obtained thanks to the pre-created application. Chapters except for "By filtering ver. 2" were based on the previous studies carried out during the Bachelor course [1].

1 Introduction

“The N-queens puzzle is the problem of putting N chess queens on an $N \times N$ chessboard such that none of them is able to capture any other using the standard chess queen’s moves. The colour of the queens is meaningless in this puzzle, and any queen is assumed to be able to attack any other. Thus, a solution requires that no two queens share the same row, column, or diagonal” [2].

2 Backtracking and check function

Solving some algorithmic issues, we use a set of the searched patterns to reduce the number of calculations. State space pruning trees(backtracking) are used today in the problem of n queens to reduce the number of nodes. Niklaus Wirth [3] proposed that method. The results of this operation are presented in this paper as "Basic Backtracking". This has been the most effective type of structure to restrict the range
of research of this problem so far. A general form of the Backtracking algorithm can be presented as a simple code [3]:

```java
public static void backtracking (node v) {
    //code
    if (promising(v))
        if (last line) // solution is found
            save_solution();
        else
            for (every node ,u" child for ,v")
                backtracking (u);
}
```

Fig. 1 shows the search tree using the Backtracking algorithm. The symbol "x" indicates that the node is not promising and for it further calculations are no longer performed. The algorithm has completed its work upon finding the first solution, ((1,2) (2,4) (3,1) (4,3)). If we used the full tree of states to find a solution we would need for prior checking of 154 nodes, in the case of the Backtracking algorithm it was enough to check 22 nodes.

![Search tree diagram](image-url)
We can distinguish two types of nodes:

- Promising - using this kind of nodes we can solve the problem
- Non-promising - broken terms of the solution. For them we do not perform further operations.

The base of algorithms is to check: "is the node promising?". It is most frequently called method and it absorbs most of the computing resources at runtime. It is based on checking “Does the Queen placed on the field "interfere" with any pre-set queen?”. It is a 100% reliable method and intuitively used.

But what happens if the chessboard is larger? It turns out that the checking algorithm has significant influence on the runtime of the base method. So far the literature lacks interesting solutions. New ways of solving this problem and comparing it with the classical checking function are proposed in this work.

The general code of checking function is presented below:

```java
Global variables:
int queens[]-array of pre-set queens;
for example: queens[0]= column value of the queen set in the first row,
queens[1]= column value of queen set in the second row, etc.
Public boolean CheckNode(int row, int column)// with input parameters of queen position
{
    //code
    boolean promising= true;
    While(it has non check Queens and promising value is true) //comparing with every pre- //set queen
    {
        if(the same column, or the same diagonal)
        {promising=false;} //queen conflict with the pre-set queen;
    }
    return promising; //output value of promising
}
```

Table 1 shows the number of the call function CheckNode for 4-14 size chessboards and for their every row. Depending on which row function is called, it has a different number of pre-set queens to check. For example, for the first (‘0’) row, it has 0 to check because it is zero pre-set queen. For row ‘1’ it has 1 queen to check, for row ‘n’ it has ‘n’ queens to check. Of course it is not necessary to check ‘n’ nods if we find before that the checking node is not-promising. The average number of comparisons shows that this number is smaller than half of size, but this depends on it. It is very important information, because it also shows that the bigger chessboard is, the more time is needed to execute the function CheckNode. We do not know how many
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solutions bigger chessboards have, but we can estimate the upper limit, as Craig Letavec and John Ruggiero [4] did.

Table 1. Checked nodes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension Row</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>990</td>
<td>1320</td>
<td>1716</td>
<td>2184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>2106</td>
<td>3640</td>
<td>5896</td>
<td>9072</td>
<td>13390</td>
<td>19096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>2752</td>
<td>6588</td>
<td>14000</td>
<td>27148</td>
<td>48096</td>
<td>83252</td>
<td>134848</td>
<td>204096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>1148</td>
<td>4544</td>
<td>14526</td>
<td>39160</td>
<td>93412</td>
<td>202224</td>
<td>404300</td>
<td>756952</td>
<td>1310104</td>
<td>2208320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>4400</td>
<td>20628</td>
<td>75520</td>
<td>234982</td>
<td>634272</td>
<td>1530022</td>
<td>3380776</td>
<td>7596528</td>
<td>16921400</td>
<td>35862944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2496</td>
<td>18342</td>
<td>96320</td>
<td>409728</td>
<td>1441248</td>
<td>4355130</td>
<td>11690784</td>
<td>30443520</td>
<td>71377600</td>
<td>152755200</td>
<td>335510400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9594</td>
<td>78280</td>
<td>485628</td>
<td>2343240</td>
<td>9200074</td>
<td>30966152</td>
<td>76214096</td>
<td>197135024</td>
<td>470340064</td>
<td>1107850128</td>
<td>2569400256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>40400</td>
<td>382514</td>
<td>2672640</td>
<td>14125834</td>
<td>61487832</td>
<td>180851136</td>
<td>452127808</td>
<td>1031269984</td>
<td>2578174976</td>
<td>6195434928</td>
<td>14988587808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>160276</td>
<td>1931568</td>
<td>14973114</td>
<td>48522448</td>
<td>147985456</td>
<td>443956414</td>
<td>1269869280</td>
<td>3229623200</td>
<td>8179051200</td>
<td>20447628800</td>
<td>49119070400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>819168</td>
<td>10574824</td>
<td>300600208</td>
<td>901800624</td>
<td>2705401928</td>
<td>7516205760</td>
<td>19290513792</td>
<td>48276284192</td>
<td>120715710400</td>
<td>301789278400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4553926</td>
<td>63166908</td>
<td>1901902704</td>
<td>5705708192</td>
<td>16817124576</td>
<td>48451373744</td>
<td>129253019392</td>
<td>347559058848</td>
<td>918897646400</td>
<td>2347293920000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>27167000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>894</td>
<td>3584</td>
<td>15720</td>
<td>72378</td>
<td>348570</td>
<td>1806706</td>
<td>10103868</td>
<td>59815314</td>
<td>377901398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of comparisons</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>9297</td>
<td>46752</td>
<td>243009</td>
<td>1297558</td>
<td>7416541</td>
<td>45396914</td>
<td>292182579</td>
<td>190597888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of comparisons per node</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>2.225</td>
<td>2.594</td>
<td>2.974</td>
<td>3.3575</td>
<td>3.72701</td>
<td>4.165007</td>
<td>4.4930233</td>
<td>4.88474538</td>
<td>5.2816806</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Symmetry

Chessboard is an object of many axes of symmetry. By using this property a lot of solutions could be obtained after the reflection, or rotation. However, we should consider how this fact can speed up the algorithm? Here some problems appear. Solutions "reflected" in most cases will not give us knowledge about the point from which to begin calculations, or upon which end. Implementation of even formation of such "settings" will lead up to duplicate results. So we can not approach this fact too greedily. The advantages coming from this relation are significant. Based on the possession of the vertical axis of symmetry we call a function executing only half of the nodes. The other solutions are symmetrical. This approach allows us to "miss" half a tree of states, which will reduce the calculation time. This fact is used in all next algorithms.

4 Backtracking ver.1

As already mentioned in Section 2 check function is not a very effective algorithm. Along with moving deep into tree, longer operations of comparison are obtained. The
main idea for speeding up the program was to create a method which will partially or fully replace the function of checking. That was the idea of creating a boolean array specifying the column already used. Every time we “put” the Queen, the value “false” is set in the proper place. That structure is used as a filter that stops executing if the column is already used. In this way adding a few instructions largely eliminates the need for call check function. In the objects such as table, a problem with the transmission of the subsequent recursive cycles appears. It is a very large number of calls, and copying arrays dramatically increase the demand for memory. The solution is to create a two dimensional array, instead of one. The second dimension describes the row for which data is stored. Then the recursive call takes and overwrites only the appropriate line.

Global variables:
Int dimension;//chess board dimension
Boolean columns[dimension][dimension];//and filled by proper values

```java
Public static void backtrackingVer1(int row)
{
    //copy values columns[row-1][] to columns[row]
    for(int i=0; i<dimension; i++)//"i" describes column
    {
        if(columns[row][i]=='true')// column was not used
        {
            if (CheckNode(i)=true)//call check function
            {
                columns[row][i]=false;//column is used now
                if (last line) // solution is found
                    {save_solution(); }
                else { backtrackingVer1 (row+1); }
            }
        }
    }
}
```

5 Backtracking ver. 2

Another creative intention was the rejection of having to check each of the nodes whose column index has been previously used. Such nodes are by definition non-promising and there is no need to check them. In the previous algorithm, the filter "stops" calculation. In this case they will be skipped in the declaration of the loop already. Originally the solution was to be a queue of integers that stores information about the columns which can still be used. However, this approach is loaded with
many problems in transfer of data to subsequent recursive calls. The final result is an array of integers with the same parameters. For the next row the size is successively decremented. The transmission array is performed using the lists whose indices indicate rows of the chessboard.

6 By filtering ver. 1

Looking at the backtracking algorithm ver1 we can see that we base on exclusion from the set of possible fields whose columns were previously used. By setting the queen in a certain place in accordance with the solution rules, apart from column it is possible to eliminate also the diagonal. Row is not checked, because every time we pass to the next. Following the clue of elimination of columns and diagonals, we can see that each field can be described using these parameters. The number of columns is equal to the "dimension" and the number of diagonals is equal to "2* dimension-1". If we save already used columns and diagonals in the Boolean arrays, we can completely replace the need of recall checking function. This approach significantly speeds up calculations in deeper nodes. Unlike the checking function, the operation for each node in this case takes the same amount of time.

7 By filtering ver. 2

Considering executing a program, we reach the conclusion that during the recursive call it is a jump instruction with putting appropriate values on the stack. Upon returning, these values are collected from stack and the next lines of code are executing. With this idea before entering into the tree, we can remove the columns and diagonals that have been already used, and after back instruction (while returning the parent node) to the set the appropriate values to "true"(add them back). For the program with such assumptions, we need three arrays defining the columns and diagonals used, but they will not be 2-dimensional just one-dimensional. Now copying parent arrays to child will not be necessary. This will save us a lot of operations. Operation on a critical loop in this case will be composed of 3 operations on bits for non-promising nodes, and for promising of 9 operations on bits. Execution of these operations takes much less time than copy operations on arrays or making integer operations.

8 Research results

All algorithms are based on the principle of cutting the tree of states. This method allows to significantly reduce the number of nodes to check. Precise data can be found in the work of Professor Teslera [5]. The "backtracking ver. 2" also limits the range, excluding the calculation nodes, whose columns have been already used. In this way the number of checked nodes is much smaller. In comparison with the other functions,
the number of checked nodes is 2-times smaller for a 4×4 chessboard and nearly 4-times smaller for a 14×14 chessboard.

The application created for research has been done in the Java platform. This is not the language which should be used if we consider calculation speed. However, for comparison it is enough to make the implementation within the same technology using the same rules. Persons who would like to accelerate the program will find necessary information in the conclusions.

The program includes the method with different schemes of search for solutions. Before calling any of them the counter is activated, and it stops after completion of calculations. It should be added that time has relative and absolute errors. The calculations were performed on the Intel Core 2 Duo T5550 1.83 GHz CPU and the operating system MS Windows XP. Computation time for each call was different. The reason for that might be for example the occurrence of interrupts from the system during the computation. These errors were relatively large for the small chessboards. For larger size chessboards calculation errors, became less significant. Larger 10-18 chessboards will be used in presenting results. All included algorithms are built on the symmetry relation.

In the next table, the information about relative profit by using the algorithms can be found. It is presented as the ratio of runtime basic function (Basic backtracking) to the selected method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Times in ms:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Basic backtracking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>16.896095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>97.865232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>329.048245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>11 850.414229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>11 573.996974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>86 234.007953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>600 858.600464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>4 966 228.215597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>38 898 236.537884</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9 Conclusions

As follows from the research currently used algorithms for counting the solutions of N-queens problem are not the most efficient. They are based on the "checking method" which with subsequent calls into the depths of tree works longer. Partial or total exclusion of calling this method made it possible to speed up calculations in a non-linear way, as evidenced by the increase in the value of the ratio in the next board sizes.
The study describes the patterns of four new methods for finding solutions:

- Backtracking ver. 1
- Backtracking ver. 2
- By filtering ver. 1
- By filtering ver. 2

To speed up the program there should be used a less developed language such as C, or even implementations on the orders of microprocessor. The style of writing is also very important. Using references, operations on bits, etc. can significantly speed up the program as shown in the work by Jeffs Somers [6]. It is worth reading the article, which offers a multi-threaded solution of that problem [7]. If we are not interested in finding all the solutions, but only one we should use the heuristic methods. They are applied usually when we have to deal with the cases where it is hard to perform accurate calculations. As presented by the Year Sosic and Jun Gu [8], a solution for really huge chessboards can be found doing fewer operations than presented by Peter Alfeld [9]. One should get familiar with the works [10], [11], [12] and [2], which contribute largely to the problem.
Each of them brings something new into the problem. Backtracking ver. 2 even reduces the number of tested nodes. It is possible that implementation of this method in a different environment with the addition of diagonal filter would provide even better results than the algorithm "Filtering ver.1" or even "Filtering ver. 2". But the main discovery is to show other ways to achieve the objective.
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